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**ABSTRACT**

The re-zipping force of two complementary DNA strands under tension has been measured in the presence of *Escherichia coli* single-stranded-binding proteins under salt conditions ranging from 10– to 400 mM NaCl. The effectiveness of the binding protein in preventing re-zipping is strongly dependent on salt concentration and compared with the salt dependence in the absence of the protein. At concentrations less than 50 mM NaCl, the protein prevents complete re-zipping of λ-phage on the 2-s timescale of the experiment, when the ssDNA is under tensions as low as 3.5 ± 1 pN. For salt concentrations greater than 200 mM NaCl, the protein inhibits re-zipping but cannot block re-zipping when the tension is reduced below 6 ± 1.8 pN. This change in effectiveness as a function of salt concentration may correspond to salt-dependent changes in binding modes that were previously observed in bulk assays.

**INTRODUCTION**

The opening and maintenance of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) within a double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) molecule is necessary for biological processes such as transcription, translation and replication. Nearly all organisms produce ssDNA-binding proteins, which show a high binding affinity for ssDNA. These proteins are necessary for replication, recombination and repair, and it is expected that their binding preference for ssDNA allows them to maintain open regions of ssDNA within a dsDNA molecule.

*Escherichia coli* single-stranded binding (SSB) protein is a well-known and documented ssDNA-binding protein. In this article, we present measurements of the effectiveness of *E. coli* SSB proteins in maintaining partially open DNA as a function of salt concentration. Salt is expected to play an important role in DNA stabilization for several reasons including salt-dependent changes in the free energy difference between ssDNA and dsDNA in the absence of SSB protein (1–3), as well as salt-dependent changes in the binding modes and binding affinities of the SSB protein (4–8). Though the binding affinities and binding modes have been extensively studied, the actual salt-dependent impact of the binding on the stability of the ssDNA within a dsDNA molecule has not yet been measured, prior to this work.

Many bulk studies have been carried out to measure the binding of SSB protein to ssDNA and salt concentrations has been shown to play a significant role in binding behavior (4–8). At room temperature, SSB protein exhibits two primary binding modes (5,6). In low salt buffers below 50 mM NaCl, the binding is highly cooperative, with a site size of 35 base pairs (bp). In higher salt buffers above 200 mM NaCl, the binding becomes less cooperative and the site size increases to 56 bp with a further increase to 65 bp at even higher salt concentrations. At intermediate salt concentrations, a mixture of both binding modes is present. The function of these binding modes *in vivo* is unclear, but it has been suggested that they are used selectively in different cell processes (9).

Salt concentrations not only determine which binding mode is dominant, but can also affect the binding affinity of a particular mode. While the binding affinity of SSB protein is independent of salt at concentrations below 150 mM (8), the binding affinity drops drastically with increasing salt concentrations from 200–400 mM (7). This drop in binding affinity is not due to any change in the binding mode, as the binding mode is constant in this salt range, but rather is due to electrostatic interactions between the protein and the DNA.

Even in the absence of SSB protein, the stability of dsDNA is salt dependent, partly due to changed screening charges between the phosphate backbones. Experiments in which dsDNA melting temperatures are measured as a function of salt show that the stability of dsDNA increases with salt concentration (10). Thus, based on the salt dependence of the DNA and the SSB protein binding, it is expected that the stability of partially open DNA in the presence of SSB protein will be salt dependent; however, previous studies have not allowed one to determine the extent of salt-dependent stabilization of ssDNA by the SSB protein.
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The effectiveness of the protein in maintaining open regions of ssDNA can be directly studied through single DNA molecule unzipping and reziping. In unzipping the dsDNA molecule, large regions of ssDNA are created to which the protein can bind. By decreasing the force and allowing reziping to take place, the effectiveness of the proteins in preventing reannealing can be measured. Previous work has shown that in a PBS buffer, SSB protein inhibits reziping, but is not capable of maintaining ssDNA under tensions of less than 5.5 ± 1 pN (11). Based on SSB protein’s highly salt-dependent binding behavior, it is likely that the reziping behavior measured in PBS, with a salt concentration of 137 mM NaCl, is not universal to all salt concentrations.

We present a study of the salt dependence of the SSB protein function in vitro by measuring the reziping of DNA in the presence of SSB proteins. Results show that the effectiveness of SSB protein in preventing reziping is extremely dependent on salt. This dependence might have been due to salt–DNA interactions, the salt dependence of single SSB protein-binding modes or the salt dependence of the variation between binding modes. We show that the salt-dependent stability of DNA in buffers with low SSB protein concentration exhibits no transitions and eliminates salt–DNA interactions as a cause of the salt-dependent stability of ssDNA in the presence of SSB proteins. Thus, we demonstrate that the salt dependence at higher protein concentrations is due to changes in binding behavior of the proteins, and note that this dependence correlates to the different binding modes detected in bulk assays.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

The DNA construct used for unzipping measurements has been described previously (12) and is shown schematically in Figure 1. Briefly, it consists of a linker λ-DNA (New England Biolabs), which is hybridized and ligated to one end of the λ-DNA strand that is to be opened. The second strand of the λ-DNA to be opened is hybridized and ligated to a biotinylated oligonucleotide. The other end is closed with a hairpin loop to prevent complete separation of the construct in an unzipping event. The linker λ-DNA is tagged with a digoxigenin-labeled oligonucleotide. It is attached to a glass capillary coated with an antidigoxigenin antibody. The λ-DNA strand to be opened is bound to a 2.8-μm streptavidin-coated magnetic bead (Dynabeads) via the biotinylated oligonucleotide. The λ-DNA and beads are stored at 4°C after preparation and incubated with E. coli SSB protein (Epicentre), at room temperature for 15 min prior to the experiment. The buffer of the DNA-bead mixture is 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5, with salt concentrations ranging from 10–400 mM NaCl. The protein buffer contains 50% glycerol, 0.1% Triton-X, 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.1 M NaCl and 1 mM DDT; 1 μl of the protein buffer is added to 69 μl of the DNA-bead mixture in the experiment.

Mechanical unzipping of dsDNA is carried out by a magnetic tweezers apparatus (13). A stack of magnets exerts a force, $F$, on the magnetic beads by $F = mVB$, where $m$ is the magnetization of the bead and $B$ is the magnetic field. The force on the beads is controlled by the distance of the magnet from the beads, with a force range of 1–30 pN. Spread in magnetization of the beads leads to a standard deviation of ~30% in the force measurements. The force measurements are taken by incrementally increasing or decreasing the position of the magnet by 100 μm every 2 s. The instantaneous position of the bead is measured immediately following the magnet movement and again 2 s later.

**RESULTS**

A single DNA molecule is unzipped and subsequently allowed to rezip in the presence of SSB protein. Typical extension versus force curves of a single molecule for 10, 75, 100 and 200 mM NaCl buffers in the presence of 1.3 μM SSB protein are shown in Figure 2. For comparison, a typical unzipping and reziping curve
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**Figure 1.** Schematic of the DNA binding to the inner glass capillary in the presence of SSB proteins and the magnetic bead such that pulling the bead away from the surface will cause the dsDNA shown on the right side of the diagram to be separated into two single DNA strands. Note that the figure is not to scale, considering that λ-DNA contains 48 502 bp.
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**Figure 2.** Typical results for unzipping and reziping a single DNA molecule in 10, 75, 100 and 200 mM NaCl in the presence of 1.3 μM SSB protein. For comparison, a typical unzipping and reziping curve in the absence of SSB protein at 200 mM NaCl is shown as well. Unzipping and reziping is repeated twice to demonstrate reproducibility.
in the absence of SSB protein at 200 mM NaCl is shown as well. The force, $F$, is normalized by the unzipping force measured for the individual molecule, $F_u$, to remove variation due to the spread in bead magnetization. While $F_u$ varies from ~10–20 pN for different salt concentrations, due to changes in dsDNA stability, it does not vary significantly with protein concentration, in agreement with previous work (11). The constant applied force is increased or decreased in steps every 2 s and the position of the magnetic bead is measured. As $F$ is initially increased, no unzipping occurs, and the bead extension remains zero. When $F$ increases to 0.7–0.8 $F_u$, the extension of the bead begins to increase, indicating unzipping of the DNA molecule. At $F = F_u$, the molecule is completely unzipped. Further increase in $F$ has little effect on the bead extension. Next, $F$ is incrementally decreased. The bead extension initially decreases due to the elasticity of ssDNA, but as $F$ is decreased more, rezipping begins. In the 75, 100 and 200 mM NaCl buffers, the bead extension decreases rapidly for $F < 0.6 F_u$, indicative of rezipping. For 100 and 200 mM NaCl, complete rezipping occurs and $F_u$ can be measured. It is difficult to distinguish protein binding from rezipping, as both shorten the region of ssDNA under force (4,14). Protein binding has been shown to shorten ssDNA by 35% in the absence of tension (14), whereas its extension as a function of tension is unknown. For this reason, we only measure complete rezipping events, where the extension of the ssDNA under force is zero, implying that the region of the ssDNA has also gone to zero and that the molecule has completely reziped. For 75 mM NaCl, it is clear that rezipping does take place, however, since complete reziping of the molecule does not occur on the timescale of the experiment, a value for the force at which complete rezipping occurs, $F_z$, cannot be measured. In the case of 10 mM NaCl, however, the bead extension does not show a rapid decrease, even below $F = 0.3 F_u$, suggesting that reziping may not occur at all on the timescale of the experiment.

The stability of naked DNA is known to be salt dependent (1–3) and thus it is necessary to separate the effects of DNA salt dependence and protein salt dependence in this experiment. In the absence of protein, $F_z$ is measured as a function of salt, shown in Figure 3, where the $F_z$ is normalized by $F_u$, to remove bead variation. The ratio of $F_u/F_z$ can be predicted theoretically based on the salt dependence of ssDNA and dsDNA in the absence of proteins. The energy difference, $\Delta G$, between an open base pair and a closed base pair is determined by the free energy of ssDNA under an applied force, $g_u(F)$, and the enthalpic difference, $\Delta H$, and entropic difference, $\Delta S$, between dsDNA and ssDNA:

$$\Delta G = H - T\Delta S - 2g_u(F)$$ \hspace{1cm} 1

At forces ranging from 1 to 100 pN, the free energy term, $g_u(F)$, can be determined by modeling ssDNA as a freely jointed chain (15),

$$g_u(F) = \frac{kTL}{2a} \ln \left[ \frac{\sinh(2aF/k_BT)}{(2aF/k_BT)} \right]$$ \hspace{1cm} 2

where $L$ is the ssDNA nucleotide length, 5.6Å (16), and $a$ is the persistence length. The force required for unzipping can be determined as the force at which $\Delta G = 0$. The salt dependence of the melting temperature, $T_m(X)$, of dsDNA has been shown experimentally to follow a logarithmic form,

$$T_m(X) = T_{mM} - 12.5 \log(X)$$ \hspace{1cm} 3

where $X$ is the salt concentration in moles/liter (10). Several equations exist for predicting $T_m(X)$, including equations which predict that A-T and G-C sequences differ in their salt dependence (1). Analysis of these various equations have shown little variation in the salt dependence of the final predicted $F_u/F_z$ ratio over the range of salt investigated. We assume $\Delta S$ to be independent of $X$ (17), and find $\Delta H(X)$ by the relation,

$$\Delta H(X) = T_m(X) \Delta S.$$ \hspace{1cm} 4

Diffusion measurements of ssDNA have yielded the persistence length of ssDNA as a function of salt (2), and can be fit by the equation

$$a = 6.42 \times 10^{-8} + 4X^{-1/2}$$ \hspace{1cm} 5

where $a$ is given in Angstroms.

Monte Carlo simulations using nearest-neighbor energy parameters (10) have been carried out to examine the expected salt dependence on the ratio $F_z/F_u$. Figure 3 shows the simulated ratio when the applied force is incrementally increased by 0.5 pN every $3 \times 10^4$ iterations. The difference in $F_u$ and $F_z$ is due to the heterogeneity of the DNA sequence. For example, G-C base pairs require a high force for unzipping while A-T base pairs require a lower force for reziping. In this case, reasonable agreement with experiment and simulation can be made when the $F_u$ is approximated by the force at which $\Delta G = 0$, where $\Delta H$ and $\Delta S$ are the averages of the five most strongly bound base-pair neighbors. $F_z$ is approximated in the same manner for the five most weakly bound base-pair neighbors.

**Figure 3.** $F_z/F_u$ from both experiments (triangles) in the absence of protein and simulation (circles) as a function of salt. The solid line is the ratio expected from theory based on the salt dependence of ssDNA persistence length and the salt dependence of enthalpy.
neighbors. The predicted ratio $F_z/F_u$ as a function of salt is shown in Figure 3, and shows good agreement with both experimental and simulation results, demonstrating that the salt dependence of DNA stability is very gradual and shows no significant transitions. Thus, we will assume that salt-dependent transitions of DNA stability in the presence of SSB protein are due to binding changes in the protein.

The ratio of $F_z/F_u$ at multiple protein concentrations ranging from 13 fM to 1.3 µM as a function of salt is shown in Figure 4. Each data point represents the measurement for a single molecule, and the error is determined by the variation of magnetization in the beads. For high protein concentrations at salt concentrations less than 50 mM NaCl, $F_z/F_u$ cannot be measured due to the fact that rezipping does not occur on the timescale of the experiment; this is indicated by large error bars at these points.

The curve for 13 fM protein is similar to the curve shown in Figure 3, where measurements in the absence of protein were compared with simulation and theory for unzipping and rezipping in the absence of protein. This similarity suggests that at these very low concentrations the protein has very little impact on the stability of the DNA. For 1.3 pM, the protein has little effect on the stability for salt concentrations above 50 mM; however, at low salt concentrations the protein increases the stability of the ssDNA. At 130 pM, the protein has little effect at the highest salt concentration of 400 mM; however, stability in the presence of the protein increases with decreasing salt concentration from 200 to 10 mM. At protein concentrations of 13 nM and 1.3 µM, the increase in stabilization as a function of salt concentration appears to saturate at high salt concentrations, while at low salt concentration the stabilization is so great that $F_z$ can no longer be measured. The rezipping behavior seen at protein concentrations in which the protein response is saturated indicates two rezipping modes. For salt concentrations less than 50 mM, a rezipping force cannot be measured, while above 100 mM, the protein cannot maintain ssDNA at tensions less than 0.3$F_u$. Intermediate salt concentrations show a gradual transition between these two modes, as seen in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, the increase in stability as a function of salt concentration was shown for different protein concentrations. However, if there is a transition between a less collective and more collective binding mode, then a plot of $F_z/F_u$ at a given salt concentration should be well described by a dose response curve, if the protein binding changes collectivity at that given salt concentration. Figure 5 shows such curves for salt concentrations ranging from 10 to 400 mM. For all of the salt concentrations shown, $F_z/F_u$ shows a protein-concentration-dependent transition that saturates at both high and low protein concentrations. Each data point represents the measurement for a single molecule, and the error is determined by the variation of magnetization in the beads. In the regime where the protein concentration is saturated, the measurements are fairly reproducible from molecule to molecule, with an average standard deviation between 2 and 5 individual molecule measurements of 2–6% of the actual measurement value. Greater variation is seen in the region where protein concentration is not saturated, where the average standard deviation is 15–20% of the actual measurement value. This is most likely due to local variations in protein concentration. At very low protein concentrations, the protein has no effect on the stability of the DNA and the salt dependence of $F_z/F_u$ simply represents the inherent change in the stability of the DNA as a function of salt. At all salt concentrations, there is a sharp change in stability as a function of protein concentration, where the change is largest at salt concentrations below 100 mM, where the protein can keep the DNA partially open for several seconds at tensions as low as 3.5 ± 1 pN. At higher salt concentrations, tensions of at least 6 ± 1.8 pN is required to
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Figure 4. The ratio $F_z/F_u$ as a function of salt concentration for protein concentrations ranging from 13 fM to 1.3 µM. The solid lines are a guide to the eye.
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Figure 5. The ratio of $F_z/F_u$ as a function of protein concentration for 10–400 mM NaCl. The solid lines represent best-fit curves using the dose-response equation, calculated in the case where the data points which could not be measured (indicated by large error bars) were excluded.
maintain the partially open DNA, even at the highest protein concentrations.

Recent binding assays (18) have shown that at salt concentrations less than 50 mM NaCl, SSB proteins bind almost exclusively in the 35-bp mode, while at concentrations greater than 200 mM NaCl, SSB proteins bind nearly exclusively in the 65-bp mode. This correlation between the salt-dependent binding mode transition and the rezipping transition suggests that the stabilization of ssDNA by the SSB protein is determined by its binding mode. The 35-bp-binding mode is highly cooperative and leaves gaps of unbound ssDNA (19,22) between bound proteins. In this case, the unbound ssDNA can bind and possibly rezip around the SSB proteins or physically remove them, resulting in complete rezipping.

The data shown in Figure 5 is fit by a dose–response equation

$$F_z(X) = \frac{F_z(0) - F_z(\infty)}{1 + \left(\frac{X}{C_0}\right)^b} + F_z(\infty)$$

where $X$ is the protein concentration, $F_z(0)$ is the rezipping force in the absence of proteins, and $F_z(\infty)$ is the rezipping force at saturation. $C$ is the $EC_{50}$, or the concentration of protein required for the rezipping force to be halfway between $F_z(\infty)$ and $F_z(0)$, and $b$ is a ‘slope factor’ determined by the cooperativity of the binding and is the mathematical equivalent of the Hill coefficient (23). By fitting the measured rezipping force to this equation, we can extract $b$ and $C$. Best-fits to the data are shown in Figure 4, where data points at which $F_z$ could not be measured have been excluded.

If one assumes that the $EC_{50}$ point for rezipping correlates to the $EC_{50}$ point for binding, then the binding affinity of the protein can be approximated by $C^{-1}$. Previous studies of binding affinity report that the binding affinity is independent of salt for concentrations below 150 mM (8), while binding affinity, $K$, decreases significantly with increasing salt above 150 mM, such that $-d[\log(K)/\log(X)] = 6-7$ (7). The approximate binding affinity extracted from this technique, shown in Figure 6, qualitatively agrees with previous findings. Below 100 mM NaCl, $C^{-1}$ is constant, while above 100 mM NaCl, $C^{-1}$ decreases with salt such that $-d[\log(C^{-1})/\log(X)] = 5.6 \pm 3$. Thus the assumption that $F_z/F_u$ is directly related to the binding of the protein to DNA is reasonably well justified.

The dose–response equation above is valid in the case of a single binding mode. As SSB protein exhibits multiple binding modes in equilibrium at intermediate salts, such an equation cannot provide a completely accurate picture of the response. However, as an approximation, it still provides useful information in comparing the stabilization of partially open DNA as measured by $F_z/F_u$ to previous assays (7,8,21) that simply measured the binding of the protein to ssDNA in the absence of a matching strand that competes with the protein for binding to the single strand.

**Figure 6.** The inverse of $EC_{50}$ as a function of salt concentration, which can be approximated as the binding affinity if one assumes that the $EC_{50}$ for rezipping response will be the same as the $EC_{50}$ for binding.

*Escherichia coli* SSB proteins have been shown to bind to ssDNA by wrapping the ssDNA around the protein (9,19,24). It is possible that applying a force to the ssDNA may inhibit this wrapping process. However, whether in a cell or *in vitro*, something must be done initially to create and maintain ssDNA within a dsDNA molecule, and this requires a change in the free energy of the ssDNA which may be accomplished through applied force, torque, etc. Since the salt-dependent change in the ssDNA stability measured in this work correlates with the previously observed salt-dependent change in binding modes, it seems unlikely that any inhibition of stability due to the tension on the strand has significantly affected the salt-dependent transition between binding modes.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We have measured the salt dependence on the effectiveness of *E. coli* SSB proteins in maintaining ssDNA and have shown that salt-dependent changes in the protein significantly alter the stability of the protein–ssDNA complex. In low salt buffers, the protein effectively blocks rezipping at tensions as low as 3.5 ± 1 pN, while at high salts, the protein cannot maintain ssDNA under tensions less than 6 ± 1.8 pN. We note that this change in the effectiveness of the SSB in maintaining the stability of partially open DNA correlates with the previously measured salt-dependent transition between the two primary binding modes of SSB proteins; therefore, these results suggest that the change in stability is due to the previously observed change in binding modes implying that there are significant functional differences between the two binding modes.
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